
How to Travel in Vietnam On A Budget 
Vietnam is one of the striking destinations of the world offers the travelers and 
visitors a vast range of holiday potential. This place offers you world famous and 
delectable cuisine, amicable and polite people, lovely islands and beaches, 
captivating temples and a lot more. Situated in the core of Asia, this country with its 
amazing mesmerizing charm attracts a lot of tourists from all over the world apply 
Vietnam visa and come to discover every year. 

Planning A Vietnam Holiday 
As tourism is an essential part of the economy of Vietnam, therefore you will find 
almost all parts of the place having proper accommodation and food catering the 
needs of all foreign tourists. Apart from that the country remarkably assorted 
geography offers you with a diverse range of activities. 

Whatever you might feel like doing in your holiday, Vietnam has a lot of places to 
provide you with the best which can easily suit your budget. Most of you before 
visiting heading out for the holiday would plan as to how to travel in Vietnam on a 
budget. Here are certain things which will help you to know how to travel in Vietnam 
on a budget and take full pleasure of visiting the place. 

Travelling in Vietnam Can Be Economical 
The chief reason for any of you travelling is to experience other customs and to 
achieve familiarity with other lifestyles. If you are worried about how to travel in 
Vietnam on a budget then relax as it is not so difficult. Probably the best way to have 
this experience is by going like a commoner to the country and experiencing the 
beauty of the place like the residents of Vietnam. 

This relatively means travelling the country in the same manner as the locals do, 
eating the same local food that the locals consume and visiting the same spots for 
amusement where the locals prefer to go. You can choose to visit the Ha Long bay 
which had been washed off to the shore at the time of a Tsunami and is a common 
attraction of the place. 

If you prefer to visit the city like the resident of Vietnam, then you can surely have a 
lovely low-priced experience in the country. You can discover the local hidden 
attractions of Vietnam by taking a stroll through the place. This will not only help you 
to know the country well but will also help to cut down your expenses thereby 
reducing your tension regarding how to travel in Vietnam on a budget. 

Places of Attraction in Vietnam 
Vietnam is a country with varied attractions which will make you visit the country all 
over again. You can find Da Nang to be a great site to sit while you are in Vietnam. 
The place has everything to offer you starting from striking scenery to amazing 
attractions. 
If you want to experience island getaway in Vietnam, you can choose to visit Phu 
Quoc. You can find the food out here to be cheaper than in most of the parts in 
Vietnam. Another beautiful place in Vietnam is the Con Dao, which has beautiful 
Buddhist forest temples. The other amazing places to visit in Vietnam are Nha 
Trang, Hoi An, Sapa, Da lat, Vung Tau, Quang Binh and lots more. 
A through research must be taken into consideration when you plan how to travel in 
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Vietnam on a budget. When you are in Vietnam, do not miss out on visiting Hanoi as 
it is one of the best destinations with lovely attractions, food and a great shopping 
opportunity. 

Food Offered in Vietnam 
The restaurant as well as the street food of Vietnam is among few of the finest ones 
in the world where you will get famous Vietnamese cuisine at astonishingly cheap 
prices. If you do not have too many inhibitions regarding food then you can try out 
the bizarre cuisines from around the globe that you will get here. If you have a proper 
plan regarding how to travel in Vietnam on a budget, you can actually ensure that 
both your time and money will be saved. 

Tripping Through the Country 
While you travel from one corner of the country to another, you do not need to worry 
about how to travel in Vietnam on a budget. This is due to the availability of 
transports like bus and local trains which are cheap and will cost you only a few 
dollars. The introduction of a number of low-price airlines in Vietnam has nowadays 
made travelling easy for all classes of people. 

This will curb your expenses when planning how to travel in Vietnam on a budget as 
travelling by air will not be a major factor. In Vietnam the cheapest and convenient 
way to explore the country is by hiring a bicycle. You can also take a lovely view of 
the Vietnam countryside by cycling your way through the country. 

Entertainment in Vietnam 
You can find the movie tickets out here to be the cheapest of all in the world. You will 
also find international and local artists from all parts of the world performing in 
Vietnam at a lower rate than in any western country. There are many amusement 
sites in Vietnam which are located close to each other, which you can visit without 
taking a transport. This will help you to enjoy in the city without having to worry about 
how to travel in Vietnam on a budget. You can go on an exciting shopping binge in 
Vietnam. You must shop at the local markets and take advantage of amazing 
discounts 

Perhaps the most tantalizing part of travelling in Vietnam for you as a budget 
vacationer will be accommodation in the country. You do not need to get worried of 
how to travel in Vietnam on a budget as the place is really well equipped with all kind 
of facilities to cater to the needs of all. You will find many clean, cheap and fine 
budget lodging in hotels and guest houses available for only some dollars a night 
almost in every part of Vietnam. 

Vietnam can be just the perfect place for you whether you are in search of a 
reasonably comfortable honeymoon or a destination to just spend a few months 
away from the buzzing life. You can find some of the striking beaches of Vietnam in 
Phu Quoc island and Da Nang which are the chief destinations to relax. A planned 
visit to this mesmerizing country of Vietnam is sure to rejuvenate you without making 
you worry about your expenses. 
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